Introducing HPE OneSphere

Simplifies multi-cloud management to build clouds, deploy apps, and gain insights faster for IT ops, developers and lines of business leaders.

**Before HPE OneSphere**

- Valuable time spent on hardware lifecycle management
- Reactionary to business demands
- Command and control

**After HPE OneSphere**

- Streamline productivity with a “low-touch” operations model
- IT staff redeployed to new, strategic, business-facing tasks
- Reallocation of operating expenses from ops to apps

**Developers**

- Submit service tickets and wait on IT for weeks to months
- Using Shadow IT
- Self-service and compose multi-cloud environments and apps on demand
- Speed deployment
- Reduce level of specialized cloud stack skills

**Lines of Business**

- No visibility into utilization and cost
- Surprise costs at end of month
- Do not get digital services as quickly as business requires
- Access multi-cloud resource utilization and cost metrics
- Optimize application deployment for business and economic demands